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Mindfulness-Based Meditation Versus
Progressive Relaxation Meditation: Impact
on Chronic Pain in Older Female Patients
With Diabetic Neuropathy
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Abstract
Chronic pain, the most common complication of diabetes, is treated with medication often to no avail. Our study aimed to
compare the use of mindfulness meditation and progressive relaxation to reduce chronic pain in older females with diabetes.
Methods The 105 study participants were divided randomly into 3 groups: Group MM (mindfulness meditation), Group CM
(control meditation), and Group PM (progressive relaxation meditation). Assessment of analgesic effectiveness required changes
in average daily pain Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) modified for painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy and Patient Global Impression of
Change using descriptive statistics, Student’s t test, and analysis of variance where applicable. Results Both Groups MM and PM
experienced significant (P < .05) reduction in average daily pain in last 24 hours at study end compared to baseline (28.7% and
39.7%, respectively). Group MM had more significant (P < .01) reduction of pain compared to control, a score of 5.2 + 1.2
dropped to 3.0 + 1.1 by week 12 of treatment. Groups MM and PM showed significant improvement in patients’ impression at
study end, 75 + 5.1% (n ¼ 36) and 61 + 6.5% (n ¼ 32), respectively. In Group MM, patient satisfaction scores increased sig-
nificantly (P < .05) to 3.8 + 1.9 by week 12. Conclusion Integrative therapies such as mindfulness meditation can be part of a
comprehensive pain management plan. Benefits include reduction of pain-related medication consumption, better treatment
outcomes, improvement in comorbid conditions such as anxiety and depression as well as no risk of addiction or abuse.
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Introduction

Diabetes is a chronic disease characterized by impaired insu-

lin secretion, insulin resistance, or both.1 The prevalence of

diabetes in South Asia is higher when compared to worldwide

statistics, and Pakistan’s prevalence is recorded as 7.1%.2

Pakistan is categorized as a low-income country or a frontier

market. There is a large proportion of the population who

have low household incomes and have low illiteracy rates.

There are notably wide gaps in financial resources between

different people and inadequate access to health care. A par-

ticularly vulnerable group in the population are elderly

females.3,4

Diabetes is often accompanied by a host of complica-

tions. Adequate glycemic control is the cornerstone of

reducing the risk of diabetic complications and their impact

on patients’ lives.5 Achieving target ranges of glycemic

control in diabetes requires persistent management of life-

style aspects such as diet, exercise, medication, and glucose

monitoring.

Diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) is the most common

microvascular complication and affects up to half of the
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diabetic population. Most DPN sufferers experience chronic

pain. Chronic pain in diabetes reduces the quality of life for

an individual, has higher rates of health care costs, and involves

loss of productivity.4,6,7

Considering the uniqueness of chronic ill health that South

Asian females face at an earlier age, a gender-specific study is

vital is ascertaining effective approaches to help females in

countries such as Pakistan deal with chronic pain.4,8

Meditation is an alternative option that has several bene-

fits.9There are several types of meditation; mindfulness-based

cognitive therapy and progressive relaxation meditation (PRM)

are some of the most common.10

Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy is an 8-week protoco-

lized group therapy program that combines meditation exer-

cises with elements of cognitive therapy. The central theme in

mindfulness is directing one’s attention to the experience at

hand while accepting that thoughts and feelings are

transitory.11,12

PRM is another popular method of meditation that is used

often to target the reduction of pain. It consists entirely of

focusing on a muscle group, tensing, and then relaxing that

particular muscle group till the entire body has undergone this

process by the end of the session.13,14

The aim of our study was to compare the use of mindful-

ness meditation and progressive relaxation in reducing

chronic pain for elderly females with diabetes. We hypothe-

sized that elderly diabetic females who are using mindfulness

meditation regularly will have a reduction in chronic pain

when compared to those individuals who use progressive

relaxation meditation.

Materials and Methods

Study Participants

Inclusion criteria were elderly females diagnosed with type 1 or type 2

diabetes >12 months and age >55 years.

Exclusion criteria were the presence of psychosis, major psychia-

tric or neurocognitive disorder, dementia, untreated attention-deficit

hyperactivity disorder, use of psychotherapy, the presence of diabetic

foot ulcers, deformed/contracted foot, or peripheral vascular disease.

Instruments and Measures

Demographic Details and Chronic Pain Status. Demographic mea-

sures including age, gender, annual household income (dollars), edu-

cation (years), marital status (yes/no), and type of diabetes were

similar between the 3 groups. Chronic pain associated with diabetes

included median duration of pain (years) and baseline average daily

pain score; n (SD) were similar between the 3 groups. Demographic

details are summarized in Table 1.

Assessment of Analgesic Effectiveness. This was assessed by obser-

ving any change in the average daily pain Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)

modified for painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy (BPI-DPN Q4)

and the Patient Global Impression of Change (PGIC).15 These 2 ques-

tionnaires are best conducted together to get a clearer picture of the

analgesic’s effectiveness of the treatment.

The comprehensive validated instrument BPI-DPN Q4 was used

during the patient visits to assess the pain severity on the day of the

treatment.16 This particular question states, “Please rate your pain due

to diabetes by circling the one number that best describes your pain on

the average.” The numerical rating scale ranges from 0 (no pain) to 10

(pain as bad as you can imagine). This single question is very similar

Table 1. Population Characteristics of the Patients Undergoing Different Types of Meditation (N ¼ 105)a.

Variable
Group MM (% or SD);

N ¼ 36
Group PM (% or SD);

N ¼ 32
Group CM (% or SD);

N ¼ 37
Total (% or SD);
Total N ¼ 105 Pb

Age 62.9 + 12.0 64.4 + 11.0 64.1 + 16.0 63.8 + 13.0 .08
BMI (kg/m2), mean + SD 28.9 + 4.2 30.1 + 5.1 30.0 + 5.3 29.7 + 5.4 .53
Education completed

No education 5 + 1.1 3 + 1.8 7 + 1.3 15 + 1.4
1st to 11th grade 12 + 1.3 17 + 2.3 19 + 3.9 48 + 2.5 .48
High school graduate 9 + 1.2 7 + 1.9 4 + 1.9 20 + 1.6
Vocational training 7 + 2.6 4 + 1.1 3 + 1.2 14 + 1.6
College degree 3 + 1.1 1 + 1.5 4 + 2.1 8 + 1.5

Annual income of household
$10 000 or less 32 + 8.6 28 + 4.6 35 + 4.0 95 + 5.7 .89
$10 001-$20 000 3 + 1.1 2 + 1.5 1 + 1.3 6 + 1.3
Did not answer 1 + 1.4 2 + 1.1 1 + 1.9 4 + 1.9

Duration of diabetes in years 12.9 + 1.3 12.8 + 1.1 13.5 + 1.5 13.0 + 1.3 .98
HbA1c values (%) 8.3 + 2.1 9.5 + 1.1 7.2 + 1.2 8.3 + 1.4 .47
Median duration of pain, years 11 + 1.9 8 + 2.0 9 + 1.4 28 + 1.7 .10
Mean number of concurrent medications, n (SD) 4 + 1.2 5 + 1.5 4 + 1.7 4.3 + 1.4 .63
Average daily pain in last 24 hours (BPI Q4) (SD) 5.2 + 1.2 5.0 + 1.5 5.4 + 1.9 5.2 + 1.5 .54
Satisfaction scores 2.0 + 1.0 2.1 + 1.1 2.2 + 1.5 2.1 + 1.2 .82

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index; Group MM; mindfulness meditation; Group PM, progressive relaxation meditation; Group CM,
control meditation; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c; BPI, Brief Pain Inventory.
aData are reported as mean + SD.
bP < .05 are significant.
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to how physicians evaluate their patients’ pain in most clinical settings

and it has adequate clinical relevance.

The PGIC measures the patient’s impression of change on a

7-point scale (very much improved to very much worse). The PGIC

is patient-reported and asks the subject to “indicate how you feel now,

compared to how you felt before receiving treatment in this study” on

the 7-point scale that ranges from �3 (very much worse), 0 (no

change), to þ3 (very much improved). This rating scale permits a

global evaluation of the patient’s impression of change in their con-

dition. The PGIC was completed at all of the 3 regular scheduled visits

(weeks 4, 8, and 12).17

Patient satisfaction with the treatment was also measured on a

4-point rating scale (0 ¼ poor to 4 ¼ excellent) in response to the

question, “How would you rate the use of meditation for your pain?”

Urdu is the national language of Pakistan, and the 2 questionnaires

used in the current study were translated using the back-translation

method. The questionnaires were translated to Urdu by one qualified

translator and then translated back into English by an independent

qualified translator who was blinded to the original questionnaires.

The 2 source language versions were compared and a consensus was

then reached.

Procedure

Trained research staff used the diabetic clinic roster to identify eligible

patients and then talked to them in the clinic waiting room about the

study.

Elderly females were recruited from the diabetic clinic of Punjab

Care Hospital, Lahore, Pakistan, during the time period July 2018 to

January 2019. Initially pamphlets in Urdu (national language of Paki-

stan) were used to announce the opportunity to participate in the

research. These were placed at prominent locations in and around the

particular clinic.

Interested individuals who provided informed consent were taken

to a private room in the clinic to complete the study instruments. The

study participants who were unable to read the self-administered sur-

veys were interviewed instead by trained research staff so as to fulfil

all the study measures. Patients were then informed that they would be

required to come to the clinic 2 times every week for a total of 16

sessions over an 8-week time period. Each visit would entail a

30-minute session on meditation. All patients were randomly

allocated, using computer software, into the 3 meditation groups. All

meditation sessions were conducted simultaneously in 3 separate

rooms of the hospital. None of the patients had ever meditated before.

The sessions were conducted mainly by 3 fully trained and expe-

rienced meditation instructors. All instructors had completed a train-

ing program in mindfulness meditation, progressive relaxation

meditation, and yoga, respectively. The instructors had no relationship

or contact with the study participants other than at the meditation

sessions held at the clinic.

The study participants were randomly placed into 3 groups based

on their treatment regimens: Group MM (mindfulness meditation),

Group CM (control meditation), and Group PM (progressive relaxa-

tion meditation).

Group PM underwent 16 sessions in progressive muscle relaxation

meditation. The sessions consisted of 5 minutes of sitting quietly,

23 minutes of progressive muscle relaxation, and 2 to 3 minutes of

awakening.

Group MM underwent mindfulness-based cognitive therapy. The

16 sessions combined meditation exercises with elements of cognitive

therapy.

Group CM underwent 16 sessions of 15 minutes of discussion

followed by 20 minutes of sitting quietly and were told to relax as

best as possible.

Out of the 200 patients invited, 119 agreed to participate in the

study. By the time the study was initiated and during the course of the

8-week regimen, 14 patients had dropped out for reasons that were

unrelated to the study, such as lack of transport and family support. So

we finally had a total of 105 individuals from which all data included

in this study is derived from.

Data Analyses

For statistical analysis we used Package for Social Science (SPSS)

Version 23 (SPSS Inc, Chicago IL, USA). We used Student’s t test to

compare the tested variable between the groups. The baseline visits

and the follow-up visits were compared using repeated-measures anal-

ysis of variance with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction. The w2 test was

used to compare the presence and absence of pain/symptoms in the

control and test groups. The calculated P value was deemed signifi-

cant at <.05. To describe the absolute values and the changes from

baseline of average daily pain scores, BPI-DPN Q4 and PGIC scores,

we utilized descriptive statistics.

The study participants were randomly placed into 3 groups based

on their treatment regimens: Group MM (N ¼ 36), Group CM

(N ¼ 32), and Group PM (N ¼ 37).

Baseline, 4-week, 8-week, and 12-week follow-up measures of

chronic pain and patient impression of change were assessed.

Results

Demographic and Diabetic Status Details

Of the 105 study participants, the mean (SD) age was 62.9 (12)

years. The average duration of diabetes was 13.0 + 1.3 years.

Population characteristics and differences among study parti-

cipants with diabetes undergoing the different forms of medita-

tion are summarized in Table 1.

Sample Characteristics

Most of the study participants had an annual household income

of $10 000 or less (89, 79.4%) and education below high school

(77, 68.75%). The duration of diabetes in years (average 13.0

+ 1.3) and concurrent medications did not differ significantly

between the 2 groups. No adverse effects were reported in any

group for the duration of the study.

Average Daily Pain

Groups MM and PM experienced a significant (P < .05) reduc-

tion in average daily pain in the last 24 hours at the study end

when compared to baseline (28.7% and 39.7%, respectively).

In Group PM, the baseline BPI-DPN Q4 score for average

daily pain was 5.4 + 1.9, which dropped to 4.8 + 1.0 by week

12 (P < .05). The overall change in mean daily pain intensity

was 0.6 + 0.1 (95% confidence interval [CI]¼�0.85,�0.10).

Group MM showed a more significant (P < .01) reduction of

pain when compared to the control group. A baseline score of

5.2 + 1.2 dropped to 3.0 + 1.1 by week 12 of treatment. The

Hussain and Said 3



overall change in mean daily pain intensity was 2.2 + 0.1 (95%
CI ¼ �2.50, �1.80).

In Group CM, there was a nonsignificant (P > .05) reduction

in the scores. The baseline scores of 5.0 + 1.9 reduced to 4.9

+ 1.0 at week 12. The overall change in the mean daily pain

intensity was �0.5 + 0.2 (95% CI ¼ �0.59, �0.20). These

results are shown in Figure 1.

Patient Global Impression of Change

Groups MM and PM both showed a significant improvement in

patients’ impression at the study end, 75 + 5.1% (n ¼ 36) and

61 + 6.5% (n ¼ 32), respectively. The improvement in Group

MM was highly significant (P¼ .01), while Group PM also had

significant improvement (P ¼ .04). However, Group CM

showed no significant change.

Patient Satisfaction

The patient baseline satisfaction scores of 2.1 + 1.1 in Group

PM increased to 3.0 + 1.1 by week 12 of treatment. In Group

CM, patient satisfaction scores increased from 2.2 + 1.5 to 2.7

+ 1.5 by week 12. In Group MM, patient satisfaction scores

were 2.0 + 1.0, increasing significantly (P < .05) to 3.8 + 1.9

by week 12 of treatment.

Discussion

There is a lack of gender-specific studies on the 2 most com-

mon types of meditation and their impact on chronic pain

experienced by elderly female diabetics in South Asia.18 To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of its type to be

conducted in Pakistan.

Difficulties faced by the population in frontier markets such

as Pakistan are highlighted in our study, as indicated by the

income and educational level results we obtained. The

socioeconomic status of an individual has an impact on the

awareness of therapeutic options for chronic diseases such as

diabetes mellitus.19 The regional uniqueness of cultural and

socioeconomic circumstances in South Asia negatively affects

elderly females in particular.20,21

Glycemic control is the cornerstone of preventing and

decreasing the severity of the ensuing complications of dia-

betes.22,23 Diabetic peripheral neuropathy is the most common

complication of diabetes and is often accompanied by chronic

pain.6,7 This affects how diabetic individuals participate in self-

care activities. Chronic pain is also associated with anxiety and

depression, which in turn is connected to higher HbA1c levels

and severity of diabetic complications.24-26

Chronic pain, an aspect of neuropathic pain, leads to signif-

icant medical, social, and economic consequences.27 Pain is

considered a multidimensional experience with sensory, cog-

nitive, and affective factors. These include attention, distrac-

tion, suggestion, and other emotional states. The core 3

interacting dimensions of the pain experience include

sensory-discriminative, motivational affective, and cognitive-

interpretative. The gate control theory has suggested that activ-

ity in the cognitive and/or motivational modes can modulate

the sensory dimension of the pain experience.28 This has led to

an increase in interest toward alternatives to medication and the

possibilities of designing adjunctive therapy for afflicted

patients.29

A study by Sternbach suggested that psychological and

behavioral strategies for the control of pain could provide a

more effective long-term solution than medications for many

patients.30 The response to pain therapy varies between patients

experiencing neuropathic pain.31,32 Many patients experience

inadequate relief and few patients have access to pain special-

ists.33-36 There is also evidence of dependence on pain medica-

tion and its subsequent negative consequences.37

The study by Nakata et al indicates that neuromodulatory

interventions such as meditation can help alter brain processes

involved in the experience of pain and thus provide relief for

many patients. Pain-related neural activity is reduced in brain

regions such as the insula, secondary somatosensory cortex,

and the thalamus. The characteristics of the modulation of this

activity may depend on the type of meditation and the duration

of meditation practice.38 Novice meditators show an increase in

activity in the areas involved in the cognitive regulation of

nociceptive processing (the anterior cingulate cortex and ante-

rior insula) and reduced activation in the primary somatosen-

sory cortex. Expert meditators show decreased activation in the

dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex regions and

enhancements in the primary pain processing regions (the

insula, somatosensory cortex, and thalamus).39

Two of the most common types of meditation are mindful-

ness meditation and progressive relaxation meditation. Mind-

fulness meditation has been receiving an increase in attention

for its potential as part of an integrative therapy regimen to help

patients deal with chronic pain.40 In mindfulness meditation,

the attentional stance toward proprioception is that of detached

observation. In terms of chronic pain, using cognitive

Figure 1. Average daily pain scores of Groups PM, CM, and MM taken
at the beginning of treatment and end of the treatment (12 weeks).
Group PM (n ¼ 32), Group CM (n ¼ 37), and Group MM (n ¼ 36).
Each histogram bar represents the mean + SD. P < .05 was deemed
significant. **P < .01, *P < .05.
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reappraisal to separate the sensory dimension of the pain expe-

rience from the resultant evaluative alarm reaction can reduce

suffering.32

Mindfulness meditation has several key aspects. See Figure

2 for aspects of mindfulness-based meditation.

Methods such as questionnaires for screening and assess-

ment focus on the presence and quality of neuropathic pain.

We used the validated clinical questionnaires for average daily

pain (BPI-DPN Q4) and the PGIC.41

In Group PM, the baseline BPI-DPN Q4 score for average

daily pain dropped from 5.4 + 1.9 to 4.8 + 1.0 by week 12

(P < .05), but this reduction was more significant in Group MM

(P < .01) where the baseline score of 5.2 + 1.2 dropped to

3.0 + 1.1. This suggests mindfulness meditation compared to

progressive relaxation was more effective at reducing the pain.

Our results are in line with other studies indicating that

practicing mindfulness meditation improves clinically relevant

cognitive and health outcomes, including the reduction of

chronic pain.39,42-44 The reduction of the pain experience of

patients practicing mindfulness meditation suggests that

increased awareness and sensitivity to the attributes of pain

and to stress reactions in the moment can lead to the emergence

of new cognitive and behavioral coping responses toward pain

and stress. These can, in the long term, replace nonadaptive

conditioned pain behaviors and stress reactions.32

Training in mindfulness meditation has shown improvement

in many psychological aspects of patients afflicted with chronic

pain such as anxiety, depression, emotional regulation, cogni-

tive control, and mood.45-47 In our particular age group of

interest, mindfulness-based meditation has been noted to

reduce geriatric anxiety, which is often associated with chronic

pain.48 With the integration of mindfulness meditation in a

multidisciplinary pain management plan, clinicians can

improve treatment outcomes and potentially decrease pain-

related medication utilization specifically in vulnerable patient

populations.49

The change in score for average daily pain was apparent in

Group MM but also reached significance in Group PM. Pro-

gressive relaxation is another common method of meditation

that is often employed to reduce chronic pain.50 It generates the

“relaxation response,” which is the opposite of the stress or

“fight or flight” response.51 Evidence suggests that the benefits

of meditation including other types such as transcendental

include reduction in inflammation, desensitization of central

pain pathways, reduced emotional reactivity to pain, and

enhancing the brain’s response to endorphins.52,53

A studies by Chen and Francis has suggested that progres-

sive relaxation meditation can also benefit the management of

chronic pain.54 This is especially useful for older adults.51 The

difference between the results in Group PM are comparable to

other studies that have compared progressive relaxation media-

tion to cupping and self-hypnosis. Progressive relaxation has

shown to have benefits but less so in comparison.55,56

In terms of the patient impression of change and satisfaction

scores, both Groups MM and PM showed a significant

improvement in patients’ impression at the study end. How-

ever, this was again more prominent in Group MM, which is in

line with the studies by Petersen et al57 and Ball et al,42 which

showed the long-term benefits of using mindfulness meditation

including reduction of chronic pain, improved quality of life,

and satisfaction reporting.

Although evidence suggests that mindfulness-based inter-

ventions are effective for pain management, in the real world

these might be difficult to achieve due to resource and time

constraints. Studies have suggested that using brief

mindfulness-based interventions to be more feasible and prag-

matic for the safe treatment of pain.58

Conclusion

Although it is not often possible to completely eliminate

chronic pain, many patients can benefit by learning skills that

will help lead a productive life with less discomfort and

disability.

When integrative therapies such as mindfulness meditation

are involved in a comprehensive pain management plan, the

consumption of pain-related medications and consequent

addiction could be reduced, the interference of chronic pain

with daily life activities would decrease, and the activity levels

of the patients could improve. Moreover, mindfulness medita-

tion can be used as a stand-alone treatment or in conjunction

with other treatment modalities such as pharmacological and

nonpharmacological measures to treat pain and enhance func-

tioning. The advantages of mindfulness meditation include no

risk of addiction or abuse, better treatment outcomes, and

improvement in comorbid conditions of chronic pain such as

anxiety and depression.37 Various mindfulness skills have a

common goal, which is to achieve an acceptance of what is

occurring within the phenomenological field and acceptance of

it to reduce mental judgement.59

Gender-specific association between mindfulness medita-

tion and its effect on chronic pain in the older females of South

Asia requires the spotlight to be on tailor made treatment plans

for specific patients in these clinical settings and warrants fur-

ther extensive research.

Figure 2. Various aspects of mindfulness-based meditation.
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While these findings help shed light on the gaps in knowl-

edge about the impact of mindfulness meditation on chronic

pain, there is a clear need for future studies to confirm these

findings on a larger scale.

Ultimately, the primary goal for most patients is to experi-

ence the most relief possible from treatments that are effective

yet have minimal adverse effects. As we have highlighted in

our study, neuromodulatory treatments such as mindfulness

meditation need to be conceptualized by health care providers

as low-risk tools that can contribute to the overall benefit of the

patient’s health.

Identifying individuals that are more amenable to the ben-

efits of this particular type of meditation could pave the way for

implementing diabetes educational programs that are specific

to these patient’s unique needs and stress on the importance of

integrative therapies to health care providers that the patients

come across.

Limitations of the Study

There are several limitations to the study such as self-reported

outcomes, lack of generalizability to other populations, and

small sample size. Additionally, there is not much awareness

in the literature about individual differences and how these can

contribute to the different responses to mindfulness mediation.

Factors that can influence differential training effects include

temperamental, personality, or genetic differences between

individuals, and group dynamics along with personality of the

trainer can also influence training effects but these are not

clearly understood.59
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